**Sensormatic® SuperTag® III**

SuperTag® III is the ultimate choice for retailers looking to protect high-risk, high-value items.

The preeminent solution in fulfilling the demand for a small, lightweight reusable hard tag, SuperTag III is the ideal solution for protecting everything from heavy durable outerwear to delicate intimate garments.

The high strength ABS plastic housing combined with the Sensormatic® patented spring gate and rotary clamp offer superior defeat resistance. The sleek shape complements high-end merchandise, providing a strong visual deterrent while preserving product presentation and merchandising.

SuperTag® III, like its predecessors, maintains the industry standard for meeting the expectations of retailers in aesthetics and tag integrity.

**Features:**

- **Small sleek design.** The small size provides just the right visual deterrent without detracting from the merchandise presentation.

- **Lightweight construction.** SuperTag® III can be applied to a wide variety of apparel, minimizing the affect on even the most delicate garments.

- **Defeat resistant design.** A rigid ABS plastic housing combined with the Sensormatic® patented rotary clamp and spring gate mechanism provide retailers with a formidable security device to protect merchandise.

- **High performance.** SuperTag® III utilizes bias/resonator technology, providing for consistent pick detection.
Product Compatibility

SuperTag® III is compatible with all SuperTag® detachers, tacks and accessories, providing for seamless integration into retail environments that currently utilize the SuperTag® platform or, retailers who plan to adopt the Visible Source Tag (VST).

Tag Specifications

- **Length**: 69.0 mm (2.72 in)
- **Width**: 30.5 mm (1.20 in)
- **Overall Thickness**: 18.8 mm (.74 in)
- **Tag Weight**: 11.9 grams